Indoor Range and Classroom Use
With COVID-19 Policy
Because of the COVID-19 restrictions and the necessity to reduce risk the Custer Sportsmen’s
Club has implemented these restrictions and rules for the use of the Indoor Range and
Classroom.
These rules are in place starting immediately and will continue until further notice.
1: Indoor Range is limited to a maximum of 5 people including the instructor.
2: Just inside the entrance to the Indoor Range you will find a table with a spray bottle and hand
sanitizer. The hand sanitizer is for your use as required, the spray bottle is filled with a solution
of water and bleach.
3: After every Range use the Instructor must spray all surfaces that were used or may have been
touched by attendees, (no need to wipe it down), such surfaces are, tables, chairs, doors,
restrooms and their surfaces. If you find the spray bottle or hand sanitizer near empty, please see
the Range office for a refill.
4: Classroom is limited to a maximum of 21 people and proper separation must be maintained.
5: Just inside the entrance to the Classroom you will find a table with a spray bottle and hand
sanitizer. The hand sanitizer is for your use as required, the spray bottle is filled with a solution
of water and bleach.
6: After every Classroom use the Instructor must spray all surfaces that were used or may have
been touched by attendees (no need to wipe it down), such surfaces are, tables, chairs, doors,
restrooms and their surfaces. If you find the spray bottle or hand sanitizer near empty, please see
the Range office for a refill.
7: As with the Range Office masks are required unless you have a medical or safety reason not to
wear one.
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